September 11th. (Meet)
Introduction to the course and its requirements
Data driven planning (YRBS, BRFSS for community health students as examples)
Standards based Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment
Nominal group process: What are the essential elements to teach in health education?

READ CHAPTER 1 and 2

September 18th. (Meet)
The learner of the 21st century What are they like?
Video: The Lost Children of Rockdale County
Answer questions

READ CHAPTER 3, 5, and 6

September 25th. (Meet)
1. Performance assessments – teaching with the end in mind
   a. Apple activity
   b. Q sort- determine common practice in community health programs
   c. Rubric development and scoring
   d. Use the DVD on bullying to develop a rubric.

READ CHAPTER 4

October 2nd. (Meet)
1. Report back on last week’s assignment
2. Do Lesson 3 on the use of policy to impact change.
3. Suicide prevention unit for the community

REVIEW CHAPTERS 5-6

Oct. 9th. ONLINE
Do Lessons 4 on focus groups, lesson 5 on developing Logic Models, and lesson 6 on coordinated health planning and send in the results to me.

CHAPTERS 7
October 16th. Mid Term Break

October 23th. ONLINE
Do lesson 7 on using forced field analysis in community health planning and send the conclusion to me.
Do lesson 8 building effective units of instruction with HIV being the topic.

READ CHAPTER 8

October 30th. ONLINE
Do lesson 9 on physical activity impact and turn in the answers
Read the power point on energy breaks and develop one to share with the rest of the class.

READ CHAPTERS 9

November 6th. (Meet)
Guest speaker Keith Bakken on Leadership in Health Planning and Implementation
Health mapping

November 13th. ONLINE
Do lesson 10 on Skill based instruction and evaluate a web site using the CRAAP rubric and turn in your evaluation to me.
Do lesson 11 on influences and health behavior and turn in your answers to me

READ CHAPTER 10

November 20th.
Finish paper and online assignments

November 27th. (Meet)
Project reports 1-6
Hot topics in health programming

December 5th. (Meet)
Project reports 7-13
Collect papers for the class
Review and discuss thoughts about future planning and implementation topics.